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AID AND DEVELOPMENT

Who are the biggest donors and
who are the biggest recipients?

 In graphics
 

KEY UN TARGETS FOR 2015

Halve the number of people
living on less than $1 a day
Halve the number of people
without safe drinking water
Enable all children to complete
primary school
Halt and reverse the spread of
Aids and malaria

Kofi Annan has put forward plans for
wide reforms
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Poverty goals to stay in UN draft
A row over United Nations
reform plans has been
resolved after the US gave
up efforts to soften the draft
document's commitment to
reducing poverty.

The row erupted when the US
demanded changes to the plan,
including removing all mention
of the UN's Millennium
Development Goals for poorer
nations.

But after strong criticism of the move, US Ambassador John
Bolton put forward new wording that restored the phrase.

The plan will go before next week's 60th anniversary UN world
summit.

Ambassadors from 32
countries have been given the
task of reaching a consensus
on a range of contentious
issues before world leaders
gather in New York from 14 to
16 September.

Promoting development

UN Secretary General Kofi Annan had hoped to use the summit
to push through a series of reforms aimed at redefining the
organisation for the 21st Century.

These include management changes, as well as fresh action to
meet its millennium goals to reduce poverty and promote
development, with targets to be achieved by 2015.

After six months of discussions,
a 38-page draft document was
presented to the General
Assembly last month.

Then Mr Bolton, newly
appointed as US ambassador
to the UN, produced a series of
objections to the document,
including the phrase "Millennium Development Goals".

However, the proposed change drew strong opposition from
most UN members.

As a result, Mr Bolton submitted a compromise referring to the
need to realise goals and objectives that had emerged from
major UN summits "including those agreed at the Millennium
Summit that have been known as the Millennium Development
Goals".

The compromise wording was accepted by the negotiating
group, which still has to deal with another 250 changes in the
document before next Wednesday. 
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UN WORLD SUMMIT

 KEY STORIES
Summit agrees reform document
Support for emergency fund
India, S Africa demand UN reform
Blair throws down gauntlet to UN
Kofi Annan urges bold UN reform

 IN GRAPHICS
Poverty goals 
A look at how close the
UN is achieving its
2015 targets 
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Reforms receive mixed response
Where are the green goals?
No single vision for future
Leaving some aid goals behind
UN staggers on road to reform

 CASE STUDIES
Poverty divide 
Social divisions abound
in Manila 

 

 Helping Peru's 'invisible' women
Ethiopia strives to feed itself
An experiment in Kenya

8 ways to fight poverty 
 

 DEBATE
Why aid does work
Why aid doesn't work
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Reports and speeches 
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Is the UN a spent force?
Should we help the world's poor?
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